Abstract: An accurate state of charge (SOC) estimation is vital for safe operation and efficient management of lithium-ion batteries. To improve the accuracy and robustness, an adaptive and robust square root cubature Kalman filter based on variational Bayesian approximation and Huber's M-estimation (VB-HASRCKF) is proposed. The variational Bayesian (VB) approximation is used to improve the adaptivity by simultaneously estimating the measurement noise covariance and the SOC, while Huber's M-estimation is employed to enhance the robustness with respect to the outliers in current and voltage measurements caused by adverse operating conditions. A constant-current discharge test and an urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS) test are performed to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm by comparison with the square root cubature Kalman filter (SRCKF), the VB-based SRCKF, and the Huber-based SRCKF. The experimental results show that the proposed VB-HASRCKF algorithm outperforms the other three filters in terms of SOC estimation accuracy and robustness, with a little higher computation complexity.
Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries have been prevalently employed as energy storage devices in electric vehicles (EVs) and renewable energy storage systems owing to their high energy density, low self-discharge rate, and long cycle life [1] . The state of charge (SOC), which represents the amount of charge remaining in a battery, is one of the most important indicators of the current performance of the battery. Therefore, the SOC needs to be accurately estimated by a battery management system (BMS) in order to achieve battery equalization, charging/discharging control, and driving distance forecast for electric vehicles. In addition, for the battery energy storage system (BESS) of the grid, accurate estimation of SOC is crucial for controlling the SOC level within a certain range in order to reserve a certain amount of energy for load leveling as well as minimize battery health degradation. Hence, the battery charging process is only allowed during off-peak hours if the SOC level of the battery is below a specified maximum value. Meanwhile, the discharge is activated during the peak hours for load leveling and prevented if the SOC is lower than a specified minimum value.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to directly measure the SOC since the battery itself is a highly nonlinear and time-varying system on account of its complicated internal electrochemical reaction. Moreover, SOC estimation accuracy is affected by various factors such as ambient temperature, battery aging, to deal with gross errors or outliers in measurements. However, when there are both modeling errors and outliers in the battery system, those filters cannot achieve satisfactory accuracy.
Actually, the variational Bayesian (VB)-based filter [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] is one of the most general adaptive filters. Its adaptive strategy has a strong ability to track the time-varying measurement noise covariance. Meanwhile, Huber's M-estimator [34] is a combined minimum l 1 and l 2 norm estimation technique, which exhibits robustness with respect to the contaminated distributions and outliers by modifying the filtering update. Thus, it will be promising to combine VB approximation and Huber's M-estimation to achieve both adaptivity and robustness. Li et al. [30] has acted out this idea in the framework of UKF. The efficiency of the proposed filter was verified through the numerical simulation test. In this paper, we extend this idea within the framework of SRCKF for adaptive and robust SOC estimation of the lithium-ion batteries. The measurement noise covariance is simultaneously estimated with the SOC to account for battery model uncertainties and measurement noise covariance uncertainties. Meanwhile, the outliers in current and voltage measurements caused by adverse operating conditions are accounted for by Huber's M-estimation. The effectiveness of the proposed filter has been verified through experiments under different operating conditions. The results show that the proposed filter can achieve much better estimation accuracy than SRCKF, the VB-based SRCKF, and the Huber-based SRCKF with a little higher computation complexity when there are both measurement outliers and mistuned measurement noise covariance.
The contributions of this paper are the following: (1) An adaptive and robust square root cubature Kalman filter based on variational Bayesian approximation and Huber's M-estimation (VB-HASRCKF) is proposed for SOC estimation of lithium-ion batteries; (2) Compared with the existing models, the case that there are both modeling errors and outliers in SOC estimation is firstly taken into account and the VB-HASRCKF is used to handle this problem; (3) A constant-current discharge test and an UDDS test are performed to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm by comparison with the square root cubature Kalman filter (SRCKF), the VB-based SRCKF, and the Huber-based SRCKF.
The organization of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the battery model and the parameter identification. Section 3 illustrates the VB-based adaptive SRCKF algorithm. In Section 4, the adaptive and robust SRCKF based on VB approximation and Huber's M-estimation is presented. The experimental verification and analysis are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides a conclusion.
Battery Modeling and Parameter Identification

Battery Modeling
For the accurate estimation of the SOC, a reliable battery model is required. The existing models include the electrochemical model [35] and the equivalent circuit model (ECM) [24, 28] . Among others, the ECMs have a better trade-off between accuracy and complexity. Therefore, we adopted a typical ECM, the first order resistor-capacitor (RC) model as shown in Figure 1 , to model the lithium-ion battery in this paper.
The electrical behavior of the model can be written as follows:
where, U t denotes the terminal voltage of the battery, U oc is the open-circuit voltage, U 1 is the polarization voltage of the RC network, I L is the load current, R 0 represents the ohmic internal resistance, and R 1 and C 1 represent the polarization resistance and polarization capacitance, respectively. The state of charge (SOC) is defined as the ratio of the remaining capacity in a battery over the maximum available capacity. Using the CC method, the battery SOC can be calculated as
where I L,t is the load current at time t, Q max is the maximum available capacity of the battery, and η c is the coulomb efficiency (CE), which is defined as the ratio of the discharge capacity to the charge capacity of the battery in the same cycle.
Here, we offer some explanations about CE. Theoretically, when a cell is free of undesired side reactions, its CE should permanently be 1.00 [36] . In fact, the CE value is not always equal to 1, and it is related to many battery parameters such as SOC, current rate, operating temperature, and battery capacity degradation. Zheng et al. [37] showed the correlation between SOC and CE and claimed that CE is almost invariant with SOC changes. The correlations of CE with current rate and operating temperature were discussed in [38, 39] . Yang et al. [36] gave in-depth discussions regarding battery degradation, aging mechanisms, and CE evolution, and observed that a decrease of the CE value corresponds to an increase in the degradation rate and that an increase of the CE value indicates a decrease in the degradation rate. Meanwhile, experimental results also suggest that CE evolution is distinct for different types of batteries. Here, we do not consider the impact of these factors on CE and assume η c = 1 since the CE of the lithium-ion battery is usually very high and has a fairly small measurement error. Moreover, this paper mainly focuses on handling the model uncertainties, which might also include the uncertainty brought by an inaccurate CE.
Taking x = [SOC, U 1 ] T as the state vector, the load current I L as the input, and the terminal voltage U t as the output, we can obtain the discrete state-space model as
where w k ∼ N (0, Q k ) is the Gaussian process noise with covariance Q k , and v k ∼ N (0, R k ) is the measurement noise with variance R k . f (·) and h(·) represent the nonlinear functions of state vector x k and input I L,k . Their mathematical expressions are
where ∆t is the sampling interval of the current, and τ 1 = R 1 C 1 is the time constant of the RC network. U OC (SOC k ) represents the nonlinear relationship between the open-circuit voltage and the SOC, which is determined by experiments in the next section.
OCV-SOC Relationship Determination
In order to acquire the relationship between OCV and SOC, the following test procedure was designed:
(1) First, fully charge the battery and rest for 1 h to finish the process of depolarization. Then the measured terminal voltage is assumed to be the discharge OCV value. (2) Discharge the battery at a constant current of 1A until 10% of the maximum available capacity is consumed, and measure the OCV after resting for 1 h. (3) Repeat step (2) until the battery reaches its lower cut-off voltage.
Based on the measured data, a fifth-order polynomial in Equation (1) is selected to characterize the relationship between OCV and SOC, and the measured data and fitted curve are presented in Figure 2 . The R-squared is used to represent the goodness of fit. The normal value range of the R-squarde is 0 − 1 and the closer to 1, the better for curve fitting [40] . It can be seen that the curve fits well with the measurement data, indicating that the selected fifth-order polynomial model can describe the relationship between OCV and SOC very well. 
Online Parameter Identification
The battery model parameters are changeable with the operating current, SOC, temperature and aging, so that offline identification of model parameters will inevitably lead to some model errors. Therefore, in this paper the model parameters are updated online using the forgetting factor recursive least squares (FFRLS) algorithm [21] to improve the SOC estimation accuracy.
The transfer function of the battery model can be written as
Using X(s) = X(k)−X(k−1) T to discretize Equation (2), where T is the sampling period, we can obtain
Replacing the coefficients in Equation (3) with k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 , we can get
The discrete time-domain difference expression in Equation (4) can be rewritten as
where ζ is a Gaussian random noise with zero mean. The vector θ(k) in Equation (5) can be solved using the FFRLS algorithm with forgetting factor λ (typically λ = [0.95, 1]), formulated as
Finally, R 0 , R 1 , and C 1 can be derived by
Model Validation
The battery model described in this paper was verified through a 1A constant-current discharge test and UDDS test. 
Variational Bayesian-Based Adaptive Square Root Cubature Kalman Filter
Recently, the variational Bayesian (VB)-based filter, which has a strong ability to track the uncertain parameters, has drawn extensive attention. In [29] , a VB approximation-based adaptive Kalman filter was first presented, which can be used for the measurement of noise covariance adaptation. For nonlinear systems, a VB-based UKF is developed in [30] . Here, we focus on the adaptive square root cubature Kalman filter (SRCKF) based on VB approximation.
Let us rewrite the state-space equations for SOC estimation as
where the process noise covariance Q k is assumed to be known, and the measurement noise covariance R k is unknown. The VB-based adaptive filter uses VB approximation to estimate the joint posterior distribution of the state and covariance p(x k , R k |z 1:k ), as follows:
The VB approximation can now be formed by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the separable approximation and the true posterior:
Minimizing the KL divergence with respect to the probability densities Q x (x k ) and Q R (R k ) in turn, while keeping the other fixed, we can get the following equations:
Computing the above equations, we can get the following densities [29] :
where IW(·) represents the inverse Wishart (IW) distribution, and the parametersx k , P k , υ k , and V k can be calculated using Kalman-type filters. The above are the basic idea of the adaptive Kalman filter based on VB approximation. To solve the nonlinear battery SOC estimation problem, the VB method is rewritten in the SRCKF framework in this paper. The filtering procedure of the VB-based adaptive SRCKF algorithm (VB-ASRCKF) is summarized as follows.
Step 1. Initialize state and parameter estimation:
Step 2. Predict ( k = 1, 2, 3, ...).
Step 2.1 Calculate the cubature points
where ξ i is the ith column of the weight matrix of the cubature points [nI n − nI n ], I n is the n × n identity matrix, and n is the dimension of the state vector.
Step 2.2 Propagate the cubature points through the process equation and calculate the predicted state values:
Step 2.3 Calculate the square root of the covariance of the predicted state
where S = Tria(A) represents the QR decomposition of matrix A, which obtains a unitary matrix B and an upper triangular matrix C. We define S = C T . S Q,k−1 is the Cholesky decomposition of
Step 2.4 Calculate the parameters of the IW distribution of measurement noise covariance
where ρ is a scale factor that 0 < ρ ≤ 1 and B is a matrix that 0 < |B| ≤ 1 with a reasonable choice for the matrix B = √ ρI d . I d is an identity matrix and d is the dimension of the measurement.
Step 3. Update: the update of VB-ASRCKF utilizes an iterate filtering framework.
Step 3.1 First setx
Step 3.2 Calculate the cubature points of the predicted state
Step 3.3 Propagate the cubature points through the measurement equation and calculate the predicted measurement value
Step 3.4 Calculate the covariance of the state and the measurement
where
Step 3.5 For j = 1 : N, iterate the following N (N denotes iterated times) steps.
Step 3.5.1 Calculate the measurement covariance
Step 3.5.2 Calculate the square root of the innovation covariance
Step 3.5.3 Calculate the filter gain
Step 3.5.4 Calculate the state estimate and the square root of its covariancê
Step 3.5.5 Calculate the updated parameter of the IW distribution of measurement noise covariance X (j)
Step 3.6 Until j = N, setx k =x
, and end for. Then one cycle of the VB-ASRCKF algorithm is finished.
Variational Bayesian and Huber-Based Robust Square Root Cubature Kalman Filter
In adverse environments, the current and voltage sensor noises maybe non-Gaussian, or there may be outliers in the voltage and current measurements. In this case, the above adaptive filter is incapable of achieving good performance. As we know, Huber's M-estimation method is a combined minimum l 1 and l 2 norm estimation technology, which exhibits robustness with respect to non-Gaussian distributions and outliers [34] . Therefore, to account for the measurement noise covariance uncertainties as well as the non-Gaussian distributions or outliers in the measurements for the battery SOC estimation, VB approximation and Huber's M-estimation-based square root cubature Kalman filter (VB-HASRCKF) with adaptivity and robustness is proposed.
First, let's give an introduction to Huber's M-estimation. The update of the filter can be viewed as a solution to a particular weighted least squares problem; we can construct the nonlinear regression measurement model as
wherex k|k−1 is the prediction of the state with covariance P k|k−1 , and δx k|k−1 is the error between the true state and its prediction. Through the definition of the quantities
the above Equation (26) is integrated into
Define Huber's generalized cost function as
where n and d are the dimensions of the state and the measurement, respectively. e k = y k − g(x k ) is the residual error, e i,k is the ith component of e k , and ρ is defined as
where γ is a tuning parameter to be chosen to give the desired efficiency to the Gaussian model.
Minimizing (32), we can find the implicit solution to the nonlinear regression problem as
where φ(e i,k ) = ρ (e i,k ). Define
and let Ψ = diag[ψ(e i,k )]. Then, Ψ can be used to reformulate the measurement information. There are two ways to reformulate the measurement information.
One way is to re-weight the residual error covariance by assigning smaller weights to outlying observations. DenoteW k as the modified measurement noise covariance, that is
Then, denoteR k as the modified measurement covariance withR
Replacing R k withR k will lead to the robust filter.
Another way is to re-construct the "pseudo observations" by truncating the too-large or too-small observations. When |e i,k | ≥ γ, replace e i,k with sign(e i,k )γ. Denoteẽ k as the modified residual error andẽ k = Ψe k , which is the same to modify the measurements y k . Denoteỹ k as the modified y k bỹ
We can get the modified original measurementz k as
Replacing z k withz k will also lead to the robust filter. Moreover, the two methods have the same robust performance. In this paper, we will select the second method to modify the measurements. The detailed reasons can be found in [30] .
Considering the case under which there is both unknown measurement noise covariance and outliers in the measurements, Huber's M-estimation is integrated with VB approximation within the SRCKF framework in this paper. The filtering procedure of the proposed VB-HASRCKF algorithm is summarized as follows.
Step 1. Initialize:x 0 , S 0 , Q 0 , υ 0 , V 0 .
Step 2. Predict: using equations (6)- (12) to obtainx k|k−1 , S k|k−1 , V k|k−1 , and υ k|k−1 .
Step 3. Update.
Step 3.1 Using (13)- (18) to obtain Z k|k−1 , χ k|k−1 ,ẑ k|k−1 , and P xz,k|k−1 .
Step 3.2 Setx
Step 3.3 For j = 1 : N, iterate the following N (N denotes iterated times) steps.
Step 3.3.1 Use (19)-(21) to calculate R Step 3.3.2 Calculatez k using (26)- (35) and (36)-(37).
Step 3.3.3 Replace z k withz k in (22)- (25) . That is, proceed with the following calculations:
Step 3.4 Until j = N, setx k =x
and end for. Then one cycle of the VB-HASRCKF algorithm is finished.
Experimental Verification and Analysis
Experimental Settings
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a test bench shown in Figure 5 is established. The test bench consists of a lithium-ion battery cell, an electronic load, and a host computer. The tested lithium-ion battery cell is type ICR18650 developed by SAMSUNG, whose nominal capacity is 2.6 Ah, nominal voltage is 3.63 V, and charging and discharging cutoff voltages are 4.2 V and 2.75 V, respectively. The type of electronic load is IT8516S produced by ITECH, whose current measurement accuracy is ±(0.1% + 0.1% full scale) and voltage measurement accuracy is ±(0.02% + 0.02% full scale). A constant-current discharge test and an urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS) test were performed to validate the proposed VB-HASRCKF algorithm on the basis of the test bench. The current, voltage, and SOC can be recorded via the host computer. The battery current and voltage were both sampled at 1 second. In each test, the true SOC was obtained using the CC method, and the estimation accuracy and robustness of the proposed VB-HASRCKF were evaluated by comparison with SRCKF, Huber-based SRCKF (HSRCKF), and VB-ASRCKF under different tests and different kinds of violations:
Case a: without any outliers or mistuning; Case b: with mistuned measurement noise covariance; Case c: with outliers in the measurements; Case d: with both mistuned measurement noise covariance and outliers in the measurements.
SOC Estimation Experimental Results under a 1A Constant-Current Discharge Test
The experiment was performed with a constant discharge current of 1A. The initial SOC value was set to be 0.8, different from the real SOC of 1.0. The process noise covariance was set as Q k = 1 × 10 −8 I 2 . The measurement noise variance used for SRCKF and HSRCKF was assumed to be R k = 0.01 in cases a and c, while mistuned to R k = 0.1 in cases b and d. The initial parameter values of VB-based filters were υ 0 = 100 and V 0 = 1 in cases a and c, and υ 0 = 100 and V 0 = 10 in cases b and d. For cases c and d, some outliers in the voltage and current measurements were artificially added on the basis of the real experiment data. Figure 6 presents the contaminated current and voltage measurements. The outlying voltage measurements began at time k = 100 s, 1000 s, 2000 s, and 3000 s, and lasted for 3∼10 s. The outliers in the current measurements were added at time k = 100 s and k = 1000 s. The SOC estimation results using SRCKF, HSRCKF, VB-ASRCKF, and VB-HASRCKF under four cases are shown in Figures 7 and 8 . The maximum and mean absolute estimation errors are shown in Table 1 . Meanwhile, the estimated measurement variances are presented in Figure 9 . As can be seen in Figure 7a and Table 1 , in case a, the mean absolute error of the four filters is around 0.70%, so they have comparable SOC estimation accuracy. Meanwhile, the converge rates of all the filters are also comparable since the SOC estimation errors are almost immediately decreased to under 5% for all filters. In addition, as shown in Figure 9 , the estimated measurement noise variances of VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF are about 0.02, which does not deviate too much from the assumed variances of SRCKF and HSRCKF. It shows that the assumed measurement noise variance is consistent with the actual value. Therefore, the four filters display comparable performance. As given above, the measurement noise variances of SRCKF and HSRCKF were mistuned in case b, and the initial estimates of the measurement variances of VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF are also mistuned. From the estimation results shown in Figure 7b , we can see that the SOC estimation accuracy of SRCKF and HSRCKF are dramatically declined compared with case a, but VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF are almost not affected by the mistuning. The estimated measurement noise variances, as shown in Figure 9 , still maintain at about 0.02. This illustrates that the VB-based methods have good adaptivity to modeling error by simultaneously estimating the measurement noise variance with the SOC, while SRCKF and HSRCKF have no ability to handle this well.
In case c, some outliers in the voltage and current measurements appeared. The SOC estimation results are presented in Figure 8a . It is clear that VB-HASRCKF and HSRCKF outperform the other two filters in SOC estimation accuracy. It demonstrates that VB-HASRCKF and HSRCKF exhibit robustness to the outliers. In addition, VB-ASRCKF has a more accurate SOC estimation than SRCKF, probably due to the VB method being able to improve the robustness a little bit through the adaptation of the measurement noise variance. This is revealed by the estimated measurement noise variances of VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF, as given in Figure 9 , which are dramatically increased when outliers emerge.
More seriously, in case d, there is both mistuned measurement noise variance and outliers in the measurements. The SOC estimation results are shown in Figure 8b . Clearly, VB-HASRCKF gives the best performance and SRCKF exhibits the worst performance. It can be explained by VB-HASRCKF inheriting the virtue of robustness of Huber's M-estimation and the adaptivity of the VB method. Therefore, the proposed VB-HASRCKF is the most robust and adaptive among these filters.
In addition, the computation times of the four filters under constant-current discharge test are shown in Table 2 . It is clear that VB-HASRCKF has the maximum time of computation, and SRCKF has the minimum time of computation. But the difference is not obvious. That is, the proposed VB-HASRCKF shows performance improvement at the cost of a little higher computation complexity. 
SOC Estimation Experimental Results under UDDS Test
To evaluate the SOC estimation performance under dynamic loading profiles, a typical driving cycle, urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS), was performed on the battery cell. According to the actual tolerable currents of the lithium-ion battery cell, the loading currents were scaled down, as shown in Figure 10 . The maximum current is 3.35A, and the minimum current is 0.01A. The initial SOC value was set to 0.8. The process noise covariance was set as Q k = 1 × 10 −8 I 2 . The measurement noise variances used for SRCKF and HSRCKF were both set as R k = 0.01 in cases a and c but mistuned to R k = 0.1 in cases b and d. The initial parameter values of VB-based filters were υ 0 = 10, V 0 = 0.1 in cases a and c, while υ 0 = 10, V 0 = 1 were assumed in cases b and d. As can be seen in Figure 11 , the outliers in voltage measurements were added at time k = 500 s, 1000 s, 1500 s, 6200 s, 11,000 s, and 15,600 s, with a duration of 5-15 s in cases c and d. Figures 12 and 13 present the SOC estimation results of the four filters under four cases. The maximum and mean absolute SOC estimation errors of the four filters are shown in Table 3 . Figure 14 depicts the assumed and estimated measurement noise variances of the four filters. It can be seen that the estimated measurement noise variances of VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF are closer to the assumed values of SRCKF and HSRCKF in case a. It shows that the assumed measurement noise variance is consistent with the actual value. Thus, no significant difference occurs in SOC estimation accuracy between the four filters in case a. But in case b, VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF have more accurate SOC estimations than SRCKF and HSRCKF due to the adaptivity of the VB methods.
In case c, HSRCKF and VB-HASRCKF exhibit higher accuracy than the other two filters. It means that Huber's M-estimation based methods are more robust to outliers. Moreover, as given in Figure 14 , the estimated measurement noise variances of VB-ASRCKF and VB-HASRCKF increase notably when an outlier appears. It illustrates that the VB-based filter can adapt the measurement noise variance online according to the actual situation. This is why VB-ASRCKF has more accurate SOC estimation than SRCKF in the presence of outliers. In case d, VB-HASRCKF has the most accurate SOC estimation. The mistuned measurement noise variance and outliers in measurements have a negligible effect on VB-HASRCKF, while the effect is obvious for the other three filters.
The computation times of the four filters under the UDDS test are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the computation time of VB-HASRCKF is 35.4377 s, while it is 30.1736 s for SRCKF. It shows that VB-HASRCKF has a little higher computation complexity.
In a word, by these comparison results, we can conclude that the proposed VB-HASRCKF algorithm has more accurate and more stable SOC estimation than the other three filters at the price of a little more computation time. 
Conclusions
Aiming to improve the accuracy and robustness of the SOC estimation of the lithium-ion battery under the condition of unknown or time-varying measurement noise covariance and outliers in the measurements, an adaptive and robust square root cubature Kalman filter based on variational Bayesian approximation and Huber's M-estimation (VB-HASRCKF) is proposed in this paper. The measurement noise covariance is simultaneously estimated with the SOC to account for battery model uncertainties and measurement noise covariance uncertainties, reducing the impact of model mismatch. Meanwhile, the outlying current and voltage measurements caused by adverse operating conditions are accounted for by Huber's M-estimation. Through experiments under a constant-current discharge test and a UDDS test, the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm were verified by comparison with SRCKF, HSRCKF, and VB-ASRCKF in terms of SOC estimation accuracy and robustness. Especially when there is both mistuned measurement noise covariance and outliers in the measurements, the proposed VB-HASRCKF exhibits significant performance superiority, although with a little higher computation complexity.
In addition, some comments should be made about the performance comparison with the data-driven method. As mentioned in [12] , the data-driven method may be divergent with bad parameter selection when the training data cannot completely cover the present operating conditions. That is to say, if the training data does not contain the outliers in current and voltage measurements and the parameters are not appropriately chosen, the data-driven method may not exhibit as good a performance in SOC estimation accuracy as our proposed method. If the training sample set considers the case of outliers, it may have better performance than our proposed method. Even in this case, it does not mean that our method is meaningless. There is no need for a lot of training data and a large amount of computation for our method, which in itself is an advantage over the data-driven method. Of course, we will undertake a deeper comprative study on the performance of the model-based method and the data-driven method based on enough experimental data in our future work. In addition, a combination of the data-driven method and the Kalman filter-based method needs to be further studied so as to develop their strengths and compensate their weaknesses. Uncertainties in battery capacity should also be particularly considered in future work to account for battery aging. (8)).
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